
Wine List

*Vintages subject to availability

**Label photos are used as likeness only

There has never been a better time to drink wine. It 

is being produced in a wide array of styles, offering 

an unprecedented level of fun and pleasure.

Our award-winning wine program has been 

designed to be accessible to everyone. With a focus 

on Italian and Portuguese selections, our wine list 

spans the globe with the intention that each and 

every wine selected compliments our cuisine.

Fine wine should express a strong sense of place 

and the winemaker's personal stamp. We strive to 

bring these types of artisan wines to you at an 

affordable price.

As the old Portuguese proverb goes,

“A rash man, a skin of good wine, and a glass 

vessel, do not last long.”



Portuguese Reds

Domingos Alves de Sousa Reserva Pessoal Tinto

Bin #300
Alves de Sousa

2003
Tinta Roriz, Tinta Cao, Touriga 

National
Douro, Portugal

$100

Made from the best grapes from the oldest vines at 
Gaivosa this wine has more mineral and sanguine, with 
rich plummy fruit, firm tannins, and good acidity.

Sogrape Vinhos Casa Ferreirinha Barca Velha

Bin #301-C
Sogrape Vinhos Casa Ferreirinha

2004
Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional, 

Tinta Roria, Tinta Cao
Douro, Portugal

$400

Intense ruby hue and a harmonious and complex 
bouquet, with a strong presence of well-ripened red 
fruits, floral hints of lavender and violet, and a fine 
spice component.  Its palate is full-bodied, with lively 
balanced acidity, well-integrated tannins and layers of 
character to epitomize the best of the Douro.  Its 
supreme quality is expressed through fresh red fruit 
flavors accompanied by spicy and balmy notes.  It has 
a long complex finish, with remarkable delicacy and 
structure.

CV-Curriculum Vitae

Bin #302
Quinta Vale D. Maria

2004
Portuguese Red Blend

Douro, Portugal
$105

Incredibly deep colored, violet, dark red and purple, 
with a very high concentration of mature dark red fruit 
aromas.  Very long and fruity finish.

Cartuxa Pêra Manca Tinto

Bin #303-C
Cartuxa

2005
Aragonez, Trincadeira

Alentejo, Portugal
$225

Aromatic complexity is maintained with many notes of 
wood which accompany the elegant ripe fruit.  Rich, 
with silky tannins and flavors of black plum and cocoa.



Quinta de Foz de Arouce Vinhas Velhas de Santa Maria

Bin #304
Quinta de Foz de Arouce

2005
Baga

Beiras, Portugal
$120

A finely perfumed wine, its ripe fruits given extra style 
by wood aging.  Made from the local Baga, this shows 
the potential of what can be a tannic grape.  It has 
richness, structure, bramble, and red stone fruits and a 
core of minerality.

Quinta Vale D. Maria

Bin #305
Quinta Vale D. Maria

2005
Portuguese Red Blend

Douro, Portugal
$130

Well balanced with jam, chocolate, black currant.   
Medium-bodied red, slightly short finish , provides a 
very enjoyable change, and always distinctive.

Prats & Symington Chryseia

Bin #306
Prats & Symington

2007
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca

Douro, Portugal
$85

Intense vibrant color.  Very fine, complex nose, 
combining the floral character of the Touriga Nacional 
with fruity notes of black currants and black cherries as 
well as a hint of toasty bacon.  On the palate the wine 
is sumptuous and sweet.  Very long in the mouth with 
superb concentration, albeit not excessive.  A wine of 
great power whilst also elegant, with a supple and long 
finish, leaving a lingering aftertaste.

Prats & Symington Post Scriptum de Chryseia DOC

Bin #307
Prats & Symington

2007
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz
Douro, Portugal

$65

Very young dark purple color.  Ripe nose leading to 
fresh flavors of cherry and dark fruit with a very 
discreet note of French oak.  In the mouth the wine 
shows a long structure with very soft tannins.  It gives 
a feeling of freshness and drinkability.  The long finish 
echoes the intensity of the fruit.



DFJ Vinhos Escada

Bin #308
DFJ Escada

2007
Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Touriga 

Nacional
Douro, Portugal

$60

Dense tannins, mineral-driven stone fruit flavors, a 
sense of terroir, also a serious side with aging potential.

92 pts. Wine Enthusiast

Caves Messias Dados Reserva

Bin #309
Caves Messias

2008
Tinta Roriz

Douro, Portugal
$75

Earthy savory nose.  Full, sweet and solidly structured 
fruit with loads of tannin.  Fresh, balanced and well 
made.

91 pts. Wine Enthusiast

Niepoort Redoma Tinto

Bin #310-C
Niepoort Redoma Tinto

2009
Portuguese Red Blend

Douro, Portugal
$125

Dark in color with red and black fruit aromas.  Plenty 
of plums, cherry notes, and balsamic herbaceous 
aromas reminding the native Mediterranean flora.  
Strong mineral character with a wet stone aroma.  
Palate is firm, supported by a good acidity and great 
tannic structure.  Very long and persistent.

Reserva Old Vines Vinhas Velhas Duorum

Bin #311
Quinta Castelo Melhor

2009
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz
Douro, Portugal

$95

Deep red color, with an intense aroma dominated by 
ripe fruits, like blackberries and currants, and wild 
flowers, such as violet.  Subtle notes of spice and 
exotic wood result from aging in barrique.  This 
aromatic complexity will only increase with time  Full-
bodied, with a well balanced acidity and firm, ripe 
tannins.  These characteristics make this Reserva a 
powerful wine with a persistent finish.



Casa de Santar Conde de Santar

Bin #312
Dão Sul

2009
Portuguese Red Blend

Dão, Portugal
$115

Adds richness to a deep, complex and powerful wine, 
which is full of dark plum and damson flavors, rounded 
by wood-aging.

Caves Messias Quinta do Penedo

Bin #313
Caves Messias

2009
Alfrocheiro, Touriga Nacional

Dão, Portugal
$45

Red, intense ruby color with scents of dark fruits, floral 
and resin notes.  Dry, medium-body taste with a good 
acidity, ripe tannins, and a smooth finish.

Paulo Laureano Reserve DOC

Bin #314
Paulo Laureano

2010
Antão Vaz

Alentejo, Portugal
$65

Deep crimson in the glass with notes of jam and spice 
on the nose.  The wine has a soft attack, well balanced 
acidity with flavors of jam, spice, and a hint of 
tobacco.  This is a well crafted artisanal wine with a 
long and persistent finish that lingers with a delicate 
essence of the wine.

Vista da Régua

Bin #315
Vista da Régua

2010
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz, Tinta Barroca
Douro, Portugal

$55

Very intense red cherry color.  The aroma has a good 
intensity and complexity reminding ripped red fruits.  
Some floral notes and spices from the oak in which it 
aged.  The palate is soft with a rounded taste and soft 
tannins and focused on the fruit.



Luis Pato Vinha Velhas Tinto

Bin #316
Luis Pato

2010
Bical

Beiras, Portugal
$70

Intense, crisp, and quite stunning, it is gripping on the 
finish, silky, and impressive.  It’s structure and acidity 
should give it a long life ahead, but it has depth to 
support those structural items as well.

Jose Maria da Fonseca Domini

Bin #317
Jose Maria da Fonseca

2010
Tough Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz
Douro, Portugal

$75

It is a smooth, supple red with dark fruit and mineral 
flavors, rich but harmonious, with what seems like 
effortless balance.

Esporão Private Selection

Bin #318
Herdade do Esporão

2011
Alicante Bouschet, Aragonês, Syrah

Alentejo, Portugal
$90

The aroma is finer and firmer than usual with 
blackberry fruits and a touch of graphite, with notes of 
toast and spice.  The palate is firm with nice freshness, 
ripe, but solid tannins, great structure and elegance.

Quinta de La ROSA Reserva

Bin #319
Quinta de la Rosa

2011
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz
Douro, Portugal

$80

A profound, almost opaque color with enoumous 
intensity and aromatic complexity and layer upon layer 
of flavors.  Starting with red fruit, moving to black, and 
finishing with wild forest fruit and a touch of spice.  
On the palate there is a vigor and liveliness to the wine 
and, as the aromas suggest, intense complexity and 
completeness.  It is structured, but at the same time 
elegant and balanced.



Quinta da Rosa douRosa

Bin #320
Quinta de la Rosa

2011
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Francesa, 

Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz
Douro, Portugal

$45

The douRosa is a typical Douro wine with cherry and 
herbaceous aromas but with a slightly lighter, more 
relaxed style.

Quinta do Vallado Douro Tinto

Bin #321
Quinta do Vallado

2011
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz, Sousão
Douro, Portugal

$75

This blend is dark red, with crimson highlights and an 
intense, mature red fruit nose, with hints of violets and 
“esteva” (a local Portuguese herb that has sweet, warm 
balsamic aromas with a hint of earthiness).  The palate 
shows great structure and a full-bodied elegance, with 
mature, round tannins, leading to a long, persistent 
finish.

Quinta de Cabriz Reserva

Bin #322
Dão Sul

2011
Touriga Nacional, Alfrocheiro, 

Tempranillo
Dão, Portugal

$55

Wine of the region of Dão, it presents a beautiful ruby 
color with fragrances of pine leaf and wildflower with 
taste of red fruits.  It can gain great complexity with 
aging in the bottle or consumed young.

DFJ Vinhos Patamar Reserva Tinto

Bin #323
DFJ Vinhos

2011
Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz

Douro, Portugal
$42

Deep full body red wine, structured with a fruity area 
combined with oak scents.  The aging in oak barrels 
develops a smoke fragrance that intensifies the pleasure 
to drink this wine.  The end of the tasting is long, 
velvety, intense, and pleasant.



Sogevinus Veedha

Bin #324
Sogevinus

2011
Touriga Nacional
Douro, Portugal

$38

Nose shows dark chocolate balanced with floral notes 
on top of wood and berries.  Taste has the dark 
chocolate come forward as well as berries, and some 
green vegetable notes.  A lush relaxing freshness 
swirled the mouth.

Quinta do Monte d’ Oiro Lybra

Bin #325
Quinta do Monte d'Oiro

2012
Syrah

Lisboa, Portugal
$48

Ruby-red in color with aromas of ripe berry fruit, 
chocolate, and spices. On the palate, the wine has 
flavors of dark fruit, hints of chocolate and cassis, and 
some mineral notes. Full-bodied, with silky tannis and 
a long persistent finish.

Palestra Douro

Bin #326
Palestra

2012
Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Tinta 

Barroca
Douro, Portugal

$45

Shows some of the natural tannic structure of the 
Douro while really bringing out plenty of fruit.  It is 
rich, full of black fruits, ripe berries, and elegant 
acidity.  Firm and fruity at the end.

Passadouro Touriga Nacional

Bin #327
Passadouro

2012
Touriga Nacional
Douro, Portugal

$85

Very deep in color. This wine has great expression 
with elegant notes of black fruit and violet flowers well 
integrated with oak notes. On the palate, it displays 
intense and fresh flavors with perfect balance.



Quinta Vale D. Maria

Bin #328
Quinta Vale D. Maria

2012
Portuguese Red Blend

Douro, Portugal
$125

A very elegant and a very fresh wine, with good color, 
violet, dark red and purple, with a good concentration 
of mature dark red fruit aromas, black cherries and 
plums and gentle aromatic and fruity flavors. Great 
balance and acidity, intense and velvety, with finesse 
and elegance, so traditional of Quinta Vale D. Maria 
Douro Red.

Cartuxa Reserva Tinto

Bin #329
Cartuxa

2012
Alicante, Aragonez

Alentejo
$105

This is an impressive wine that is rich and generous 
while also being firm and structured. It has a sense of 
concentration and power that doesn’t take away from 
its elegance. A fresh black currant tone is balanced by 
tannins and a lingering flavor of oak. Already showing 
good integration, this wine will be ready to drink soon. 
Drink from 2017.

94 pts.  Wine Enthusiast

Cartuxa Evora Colheita Tinto

Bin #330
Cartuxa

2012
Portuguese Red Blend

Alentejo
$55

A big enjoyable red built for food, opens with aroma of 
early rich red fruit, deep but not overly complex. The 
palate has life, tannins integrated and working well 
with the acid and the darker fruits. The finish has 
length plenty of the fruit.
Excellent wine which would cope by itself but would 
be even better with food.

93 pts. Wine Enthusiast

Pintas Tinto

Bin #331
Pintas
2013

Portuguese Red Blend
Douro, Portugal

$125

Full-bodied and deep, Pintas shows spicy and floral 
aromas and flavors of blackberry and dark chocolate.  
Ripe, round, and balanced with notable acidity, it has 
fine tannins and a long, persistent finish.

 



Pintas Character Tinto

Bin #332
Pintas
2013

Portuguese Red Blend
Douro, Portugal

$85

Rich and powerful, this wine shows notes of raspberry, 
black cherry and plums.  On the palate it is fresh and 
velvety with well integrated tannins and a long, 
persistent finish.

Adega de Borba Cork Label

Bin #333
Adega de Borba

2013
Aragonez, Trincadeira, Castelão, 

Alicante Bouschet
Alentejo, Portugal

$55

Clear aspect and ruby color with red nuances.  The 
aroma is fine and elegant with notes of black fruits, 
jam, and white chocolate.  The flavor is soft, with a 
slight astringency and balanced.  Tannins are fruity, 
soft, and structured.  Elegant finish.

Esporão Reserva

Bin #334
Herdade do Esporão

2013
Portuguese Red Blend

Alentejo, Portugal
$48

Complex spicy aroma of dark berry fruits, with notes 
of toasty vanilla.  Firm and well-structured with dense 
fruit.  Fruit is still youthful, with supporting tannins 
that will provide against aging potential.  Color is a 
dense deep red.

Quinta do Crasto DOC

Bin #335
Quinta do Crasto

2013
Tinta Roriz, Touriga National, Tinta 

Barroca, Touriga Franca
Douro, Portugal

$85

Deep ruby red in color with very ripe red fruit aromas.  
Very fruity on the palate, with good structure and light 
tannins which make it a very pleasant wine.  Unoaked, 
it is produced to be a fresh, fruity, easy-to-drink wine.

90 pts.  Wine Spectator



Cabriz Colheita Seleccionada

Bin #336
Quinta de Cabriz

2013
Alfrocheiro, Tinto Roriz, Touriga 

Nacional
Dão, Portugal

$38

A well-structured, muscular red, with a touch of Asian 
spice to the wild plum and dried raspberry flavors.  
Beef and mineral notes mark the finish.

90 pts. Wine Spectator

Quinta do Encontro ‘Q do E’ Tinto

Bin #337
Dão Sul

2013
Baga, Merlot

Beiras, Portugal
$38

Nose complete with a blend of red and dark berries, 
some raspberries, and boysenberries with hints of 
pepper and a little smokiness.  Much darker and spicier 
on the palate – some peppery notes combined with 
layers of berry fruit and nice tannic structure.

Paulo Laureano Classico

Bin #338
Paulo Laureano

2013
Aragones, Tricadeira, Alfrocheiro

Alentejo, Portugal
$36

In the taste shows back fruits, ripe and complex with a 
strong touch of spice.  Soft with well-balanced acidity 
and a long and very attractive final.

Quinta de la Rosa Douro Red

Bin #339
Quinta de la Rosa

2013
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz
Douro, Portugal

$45

Plenty of ripeness here but also a sense of restraint 
which keeps the wine fresh and shows its potential for 
the future.



Adega de Borba Tinto

Bin #340
Adega de Borba

2013
Portuguese Red Blend

Alentejo, Portugal
$38

Ruby colored with purple gleams, fine, young, and 
fruity aroma with predominance of forest fruit.  
Smooth, fresh flavor confirming the forest fruit, which 
persists on the palate.

Quinta da Pacheca Superior Tinto

Bin #341
Quinta da Pacheca

2013
Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, 

Tinta Roriz, Tinto Cão
Douro, Portugal

$38

Very concentrated, with intense mature red fruit aroma, 
hints of violets and cocoa.  This wine has a great 
structure, full bodied, matured round tannins, with a 
long persistent finish.

Luis Pato Beira Atlântico Colheita Selecionada

Bin #342
Luis Pato

2013
Baga, Touriga Nacional

Beiras, Portugal
$36

Bright ruby/cherry colored.  Smells earthy and dusty, 
charcoal, anise, and black pepper on top of bright black 
cherries and raspberries.  Tart and bright on the palate 
with medium tannins and refreshing acid.  A juicy, 
forward approach with black cherries and raspberries 
leading the way.

Herdade do Esporão Defesa

Bin #343
Herdade do Esporão

2014
Syrah, Touriga Nacional

Alentejo, Portugal
$40

Floral aromatics from the Touriga variety, with 
balancing notes of leather and chocolate from Syrah.  
Rich and full-bodied palate, with firm structural 
tannins and balancing acidity.  Clear intense ruby color.



Quinta de Chocapalha Castelão

Bin #344
Quinta de Chocapalha

2014
Portuguese Red Blend

Lisboa, Portugal
$38

Radiant purple in color with an alluring nose of fresh 
raspberries, ripe cherries, and subtle nuances of cocoa.  
The silky tannins and supple body attribute great 
balance and elegance to the palate.

Herdade do Esporão Trincadeira

Bin #345
Herdade do Esporão

2015
Trincadeira

Alentejo, Portugal
$45

The color is bright ruby with an aroma of mature ripe 
fruit; plummy.  The texture is velvety with soft 
integrated tannins and balancing acidity.


